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Dispersing elements for astronomy

Prisms can be used as dispersing elements for astronomy especially in the IR, but: 
- just for low resolution (big size and weight for increasing R); 
- dispersion strongly varies with the wavelength;
- used as cross disperser in echelle spectrographs.

Diffraction gratings are the best candidates for both low and high resolution spectrographs.
- the dispersion is often constant (almost); 
- flexibility in the instrument design;
- it is the optical element with the lowest efficiency of the spectrograph!

Prism + Grating can be used for:
- Increasing the resolution by a refractive index factor (immersed gratings);
- Developing instruments for both imaging and spectroscopy (GRISM).



  

Dispersing elements for astronomy: prism

Prisms can be used as dispersing elements for astronomy especially in the IR, but: 
- just for low resolution (big size and weight for increasing R); 
- dispersion strongly varies with the wavelength;
- used as cross disperser in echelle spectrographs.



  

Dispersing elements for astronomy: grating

Diffraction gratings are the best candidates for both low and high resolution spectrographs.
- the dispersion can be constant (almost); 
- flexibility in the instrument design;
- it is one of the optical element with the lowest efficiency of the spectrograph!

G = line density l/mm
m = diffraction order
n = refractive index
c = Slit width (arcsec)
W = grating size, D = telescope diameter

Dispersion

Grating equation

R=mGλW
χ D

Resolution
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Dispersing elements for astronomy: grating

Diffraction gratings are the best candidates for both low and high resolution spectrographs.
- the dispersion is often constant (almost); 
- flexibility in the instrument design;
- it is one of the optical element with the lowest efficiency of the spectrograph!

Large dispersion for large resolution:

mG
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“Normal” gratings

Echelle gratings

CCD spectrum

Dispersion

R=mGλW
χ D

Resolution



  

Dispersing elements for astronomy: P+G

Prism + Grating can be used for:
- Increasing the resolution by a refractive index factor (immersed gratings);

- Developing instruments for both imaging and spectroscopy (GRISM);
- Can help in reducing the incidence angle in HR gratings.

 Proc. SPIE 9906, 990637 (2016)

The gain in resolution is 
the refractive index n of 
the prism (in reflection)



  

VPHG in astronomy

Back to 1998 – 1999...



  

VPHG: Principle of work

a b

d

Periodic modulation of the refractive index 
Dn  (usually sinusoidal)

The diffraction occurs thanks to a 
periodic modulation of the refractive 
index in the volume of the material.



  

VPHG: Principle of work

a b

d

The diffraction occurs thanks to a 
periodic modulation of the refractive 
index in the volume of the material.

The writing step consists in the two 
laser beams interference applied to a 
photosensitive material:



  

VPHG in astronomy

VPHGs produced by KOSI (leader in the manufacturing of VPHGs for astronomy)

Credit: KOSI



  

VPHG in astronomy

VPHGs produced by KOSI (leader in the manufacturing of VPHGs for astronomy)

Credit: KOSI

●Mainly as main disperser for spectrographs;
●Sometimes as cross-disperser in echelle spectrographs (ESPRESSO);
●VPHG is (has been) considered the baseline as main disperser for next 
generation optical spectrographs up to medium/high resolutions:
(MOONS@VLT, 4MOST@VISTA, HARMONI@ELT, MOSAIC@ELT) 



  

VPHG: Main features

● The peak efficiency can be theoretically 100%. Easily, values of 90% are obtained;
●The efficiency curve (blaze curve) can be tune in wavelength by changing the incident angle, 
allowing to cover a wide range of wavelengths with very high efficiencies;
●The devices are robust since the active material is usually embedded in between two glass 
windows and multilayer coatings can be applied;
●Large VPHGs can be produced if a big holograph is available meeting the requests of big 
spectrographs;
●Large dispersion. High efficient gratings with line density up to 6000 l/mm can be obtained;
●The device is easily customizable and complex structures (multiplexing) can be obtained. 



  

VPHG: Limitations

● Not suitable for making echelle gratings (working at high diffraction orders);
●Spectral range: 0.3(5) – 2.5 mm => not suitable for MIR (OK up to K band);
●Difficult to have a very low dispersion (better to use ruled gratings),
●WFE control in large and high dispersion elements;
●Few manufacturers.



  

VPHG: Main features

● The peak efficiency that can be theoretically 100%. Easily, values of 90% are obtained;
●The efficiency curve (blaze curve) can be tune in wavelength by changing the incident 
angle, allowing to cover a wide range of wavelengths with very high efficiencies;
●The devices are robust since the active material in usually embedded in between two glass 
windows and multilayer coatings can be applied;
●Large VPHGs can be produced if a big holograph is available meeting the requests for 
example of astronomical instrumentation attached to big telescopes;
●Large dispersion. High efficient gratings with line density up to 6000 l/mm can be obtained;
●The device is easily customizable and complex structures (multiplexing) can be obtained. 
●Possibility to slant the fringes for a tuning of the blaze curve.



  

VPHG: Efficiency

d

Dn  

High peak efficiency is achieved when...

Bragg Condition:
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VPHG: Efficiency

a1

d

Dn  

High peak efficiency is achieved when...

Bragg Condition:
a = b
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VPHG: Efficiency – slanting

a1
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High peak efficiency is achieved when...

Bragg Condition:
a = b
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Similar to the blaze angle in ruled gratings l2



  

VPHG: Diffraction Efficiency

The diffraction efficiency of a VPHG depends on:
●Film thickness (d);
●Refractive index modulation (Dn);
●Profile of Dn;
●Average refractive index;
●Line density (G).



  

VPHG: Diffraction Efficiency

The diffraction efficiency of a VPHG depends on:
●Film thickness (d);
●Refractive index modulation (Dn);
●Profile of Dn;
●Average refractive index;
●Line density (G).

Not only the peak efficiency is 
important, but also the bandwidth
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VPHG: Diffraction Efficiency

Angular Bandwidth:

Spectral Bandwidth:

Peak efficiency:

From Kogelnik model...

Kogelnik, H., Bell System Technical Journal, 48, 2909-2947 (1969).
Baldry I.K., et al. PASP, 116:403–414 (2004 )
Barden, S. C., et al. PASP, 112(772), 809-820 (2000).

●The peak efficiency depends both on d and 
Dn, more difficult at longer wavelengths;

●Bandwidths depend on the line density G and 
thickness d (thin films => broader band and 
large G => narrower band)



  

VPHG: Diffraction Efficiency

Angular Bandwidth:

Spectral Bandwidth:

Peak efficiency:

From Kogelnik model...

Kogelnik, H., Bell System Technical Journal, 48, 2909-2947 (1969).
Baldry I.K., et al. PASP, 116:403–414 (2004 )
Barden, S. C., et al. PASP, 112(772), 809-820 (2000).

●The peak efficiency depends both on d and 
Dn, more difficult at longer wavelengths;

●Bandwidths depend on the line density G and 
thickness d (thin films => broader band and 
large G => narrower band)

For large dispersion (high resolution) the 
bandwidth is challenging: 
●G is large;
●d must be small;
●Dn very large but there is a limit (max 0.12). 



  

VPHG: Efficiency – G = 2000 l/mm

Dn
d

●The peak efficiency is almost constant,
●Increasing Dn the bandwidth increases;
●The zero and o first order are specular

Dn = 0.05
d = 6 mm

Bragg @ 600 nm
Unpolarized light



  

VPHG: Efficiency d - Dn

Efficiency map for the grating with 
827 l/mm as function of d and Δn. 
 

Efficiency curves for an incidence 
angle in Bragg at 600 nm.



  

VPHG: Efficiency – Polarization

The diffraction efficiency depends on the 
polarization of the light.
Increasing the Bragg angle (aB), so the line 

density G and/or l, the efficiency difference 
between the two polarization increases.

For high dispersion VPHGs (high values of G), 
it will be difficult to achieve high diffraction 
efficiencies for unpolarized light.

Dickson, LD et al. Applied Optics, 33(33), 5378-5385 (1994) .



  

VPHG: Efficiency – Polarization

Polarizing selective VPHG

High efficiency VPHG



  

WEAVE@WHT – VPHGs HR Red

●Peak efficiency = 80 – 90% @ 635 nm;
●Edge efficiency  about 20-30%;
●Relative large spectral ranges.

Credits: KOSI



  

WEAVE@WHT – VPHGs HR Blues

Credits: KOSI

Blue 1

Blue 2

3500 l/mm @ 430 nm

3050 l/mm @ 505 nm



  

Other Requirements: Size

The astronomers require large gratings for increasing resolution in large spectrographs 
- Big holographic set – up (actual limit < 30 cm “in height”, 60 cm in length) 
- Mosaic approach (for example VPHG for APOGEE, HERMES)

Issues:
- It is necessary to have films with uniform thickness over a wide area, uniform light 
exposure and high sensitive materials (no too thin layers);
- Mosaic: non negligible gap between the apertures (efficiency reduction); 
- Limited substrate thickness (weight issue) and rectangular shape;
- Substrate oversize for writing step.

Rallison et al, Proc. SPIE, 4842, pp. 10-21 (2003)
Blanche, P. A.,et . al. Optical Engineering, 43(11), 2603-2612 (2004).
Arns J. et al., Proc. SPIE 7739, 773913 (2010)

HERMES VPHG by KOSI 



  

Other Requirements: wavefront distortion

Wavefront distortion: it can be due to the aberrated fringe pattern (holographic 
set-up, post-processing) or due to assembling (gluing, material shrinkage,…). 
●This is becoming important because of the tight error budget of the WFE.
●No way to control it...still to learn. 
●It can be critical for high dispersion large gratings (limited thickness and rectangular 
shape. 

VPHGs for HERMES are an 
example: it was necessary 
a post polishing!



  

Other Requirements: wavefront distortion

WEAVE High Res VPHGs: 
Post-polishing + 
Low T AR coating 

0 order: before Post-P, PtV = 2.375 l
0 order: after Post-P, PtV = 0.87 l
1st order: after Post-P, PtV = 2.62 l

Risky!



  

Other Requirements: S/N – scattering and ghosts

It is important to have low light scattering => homogeneous material before and 
after the exposure. Still open issue! You cannot ask for a requirement on it.
●No Rowland ghosts typical of ruled gratings;
●Littrow Ghosts have been detected in VPHG.

Proc. SPIE 9759,  97590A, 2016 

PASP, 119, 859, 2007

Rowland ghosts

VPHG ghosts

Different geometries of ghosts 
in VPHGs



  

Multiplexed VPHG: extended range and resolution

ISSUE: increasing the resolution, the spectral range decreases due to the limited size of the 
detector. Multi exposures are necessary to cover a wide spectral range with the desired R.

IDEA: Combine more than one VPHGs with suitable clock angle in the same device to fill the 
detector in a similar fashion of an echelle. Target R = 3000 – 5000.
Provide “high” res spectra only of some target features.



  

Other possibilities…binary (lithographic) gratings 

●Lithographic  gratings: the profile is binary or more complex and they are usually manufactured 
by means of optical or e-beam lithography;

http://www.holoor.co.il

https://www.plymouthgrating.com/



  

Binary gratings: features

●They are usually lighter, since they don’t require two substrates.
- Important for large gratings;
- Small impact on the WFE (the single substrate could be thicker).

●Target WFE can be required;
●They required smaller substrate oversize during the production;
●Possibility to make mosaic with smaller gap;
●Monolithic grating or bonding of the thin layer with the pattern and the glass substrate.

VPHGBinary grating



  

Binary gratings: efficiency

●Provide very good diffraction efficiency especially at high dispersion;
●Engineering of the profile to tune the efficiency, especially with ebeam lithography;
●With ebeam the size limit is about 300 mm.

Proc. SPIE 10706, 1070621 (2018)

YJ MOONS



  

Binary gratings: efficiency (2)

Another example comes from the grating for CUBES (UV spectrograph for VLT):

U. Zeitner, Proc. SPIE, 8995, 899504 (2014)

Ghosts due to the periodicity of the 
“ebeam writing tool”

Two materials:
SiO2 and Al2O3 



  

Other possibilities…square meter grating 

●Gratings with binary profile up to one meter in size, developed for the high power lasers;
●Holography instead of lithography, but same flexibility;
●Monolithic silica gratings up to 70 cm;

●The grating profile can be tuned during the 
development and with the ion etching. 
●Less freedom than the ebeam approach.



  

Example: MOONS HR-I by Horiba 

MOONS HR-I
Size: 300 x 350 mm2

Line density: 1341 l/mm

WFE: 125/209 nm (RMS, PV)

Spectral range: 0.76 – 0.90 micron
Diffraction efficiency



  

In conclusion...

●Dispersing element is a crucial element in astronomical spectrographs;
●It strongly affects the total throughput especially in HR spectrographs;
●The efficiency and dispersion are not the only properties to be considered;
●Fortunately, there are many possibilities!
●VPHG is probably the best compromise (efficiency, reliability, risk,...);
●Lithographic and binary gratings are interesting options;
●Design spectrographs with different kind of dispersing elements (MOONS in an example);
●Risks: reliability of the manufacturers. In any case, there are a few players, not always really 
interested in facing the astronomical issues;
●Costs and delivery time.



  

In conclusion...
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“Binary” grating

VPHG

Ruled Grating


